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Welcome to Morgridge College of Education
This Student Handbook provides students in the Program with policies and procedures to
assist them as they progress through the requirements of the Morgridge College of Education
(MCE) degrees and certificates. In addition to our Program publication, the student should
become familiar with the Graduate Policies and Procedures as stated in the DU Bulletin and
the MCE Policies and Procedures. Although every effort has been made to ensure agreement
between these three documents, it is the student’s responsibility to read the norms regarding
degree programs in all documents and to complete various program steps in a timely fashion.
Please take some time to review this material to become familiar with the details of the
Program. You are responsible for familiarizing yourself with the contents of this Handbook, as
well as the policies outlined in the Graduate Bulletin, particularly the Policies and Procedures.
Please also check the MCE website for the most updated Policies and Procedures information
specific to the MCE: http://morgridge.du.edu/handbooks‐forms/mce‐policies‐procedures/
The University of Denver and its programs are accredited by the Higher Learning
Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools (HLC‐NCA) and by
other major accrediting agencies.
The University of Denver is an Equal Opportunity Institution. It is the policy of the University
not to discriminate in the admission of students, in the provision of services, or in
employment on the basis of race, ethnicity, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital
status, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, genetic
information, or disability. The University prohibits all discrimination, harassment and
retaliation, and complies with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and
Executive Orders.
Inquiries concerning allegations of discrimination based on any of the above factors may be
referred to the University of Denver Office of Equal Opportunity/ADA Compliance, Mary Reed
Building, Room 422, 2199 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO 80208. Phone: 303‐871‐7436. Fax:
303‐871‐3656. For more information, please call the above number or see the website at
http://www.du.edu/deo/. You may also contact the Office of Diversity and Equal
Opportunity/ADA Compliance with concerns regarding determinations of religious or
disability accommodations and /or issues about access.
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Kirsten Brown, PhD
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About the Curriculum & Instruction Program
Vision Statement
The Morgridge College of Education will be a global leader in innovative and effective
approaches for promoting learning throughout the lifespan. Transcending traditional ideas
about education and schooling, we will embrace a new, comprehensive vision of learning as a
lifelong activity that involves the whole person and can occur through a variety of methods,
anywhere and at any time. We will promote educational change and social equity and will
provide leadership for the improvement of education, mental health and information services
and systems.
Curriculum and Instruction (C&I) Program Overview
The C&I Program works toward the development of the most effective pedagogy, curriculum,
scholarship, and care for students that is needed to address the current state of education in
both private and public, formal and informal, educational settings.
Distributed Email List and Communication
All students are automatically assigned a University email address upon entry into the
Program which must then be forwarded to a preferred email account. This email address is
entered in the MCE and C&I lists, and will be used to send Program‐specific and MCE
communications. Students are responsible for checking email regularly for critical
information on scheduling, deadlines, conferences, field placements, and job opportunities,
etc. Students are responsible for updating changes in mailing address or other contact
information in Pioneer Web within the first week of classes each quarter.
Canvas Assignments
You will be added to a Canvas site called Curriculum and Instruction EdD. The purpose of
this site is to assist you in progressing through the program. Requirements for EdD
completion, outside of coursework, are assignments in this Canvas site. You are responsible
for contacting your advisor if you have questions or concerns regarding the required
information. Failure to complete the items in Canvas may result in delayed graduation.

Doctor of Education Degree Requirements
The 65‐credit hour Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree is designed for students who want to
further their knowledge of teaching, learning, schools, and communities from academically
grounded frameworks. All Ed.D. students take a wide range of courses in the areas of
curriculum, instruction, foundations, diversity, and research. In accordance with the
Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate (CPED), of which the MCE is a member, the
courses for the C&I Ed.D. are designed to be taken in a specific sequence over a three‐year
period and in a cohort model. Students following the prescribed coursework plan can
complete their coursework in three years and should attend to the logistics included below
accordingly as they advance through the Program.
Course Offerings
Please see a listing of C&I courses and descriptions in the Graduate Bulletin. Note these
courses are not offered every quarter; students should consult their advisors to work on a
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION EDD PROGRAM HANDBOOK 2018‐2019
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coursework plan in Appendix A for their degree. On the C&I Portfolio site is a multi‐year
course offering schedule; although subject to change, this also can assist with your planning.
Ed.D. Specializations
As part of the total 65 credit hours required for the Ed.D. in C&I degree, students must
complete a minimum of 24 credit hours in a specialization. There are four specializations
within the Ed.D. Program: Curriculum Studies, Gifted Education, Mathematics Education, and
Special Education. Each specialization is described in more detail below.
Curriculum Studies Specialization
Students complete courses aimed at developing professionals who are well‐equipped to meet
the learning needs of students in a variety of educational settings including: early childhood,
K‐12, higher education, and non‐traditional learning contexts. The Curriculum Studies
specialization focuses on curriculum design, models of curriculum, instructional strategies,
and student engagement. Additionally, course work in this specialization encourages
candidates to think critically and imaginatively about curriculum and instruction and its role
in creating a more open and inviting learning experience for all students.
Gifted Education Specialization
Students complete courses in gifted education content knowledge integrated with leadership
theory in complex systems that provides a breadth of foundational training for gifted
education leadership positions. Research skill development is focused on problem
identification and interventions, and is achieved through coursework in both qualitative and
quantitative methodologies and applied analyses. Successful candidates in this specialization
can qualify for gifted education leadership roles, whether at a district, school, or university
level.
Mathematics Education Specialization
Students complete courses aimed at developing leaders and researchers in mathematics
education with strong theoretical and historical backgrounds. Successful candidates will be
prepared to address matters of practice in mathematics education, be well versed in a wide
variety of methods of inquiry with experience in research design, and be capable of applying
a variety of theories to address and solve problems.
Special Education Specialization
Students complete courses preparation to become evidence‐based‐practitioners and
researchers who can to optimize social‐emotional, cognitive, academic, and behavioral
outcomes for children with special needs. Through their coursework, they collaborate with
families, community partners, and school personnel to enhance learning opportunities for
children with special needs. Successful candidates are capable of applying theory to practice
and research, and may qualify for district, school, or university leadership positions.
Capstone Requirements
To complete the C&I Ed.D. degree, students must successful present a Comprehensive
Examination, propose and defend a Doctoral Research Project, and complete a minimum of
two Doctoral Applied Experiences. See Appendix A for a suggested timeline.
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Comprehensive Examination
Comprehensive Examination Objectives
In the Comprehensive Examination, C&I students will demonstrate:
 Reflection related to professional trajectory
 Comprehensive understanding of a research topic relevant to the field
 Basic knowledge of research methods: systematic literature review, research
questions, research design
 Critical thinking skills: creativity, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, reflection
 Effective writing skills: organization, coherency, grammar/spelling, writing
conventions, APA
Required Components
1. Statement of professional goals
2. Overview of research topic
3. Statement of research problem
4. Literature review of research problem
5. Research questions
6. Proposed research design and timeline for completion
Criteria
The document must meet the following specifications: 20‐25 pages in length (includes title
page and references), double‐spaced, 12 point font, title page, references, follows APA
conventions. One document with all of the components will be submitted in Canvas.
The components will be reviewed and independently assessed by the faculty advisor and one
additional faculty member using a rubric. The faculty member will be assigned by the
Department Chair. Students will receive one of the following grades: pass, pass with
revisions, or fail. Both the advisor and faculty member should be in agreement. In the event
that they are not in agreement, the faculty members will meet to come to an agreement. In
the event the faculty members are unable to come to consensus, the Department Chair will
review the submission and make the final decision. Students are allowed up to two attempts
to pass the comprehensive examination. Students must pass the Comprehensive Examination
before they are allowed to propose their Doctoral Research Project.
First Attempt
The student will receive a rating of pass; pass with revisions, or fail:
 Pass: The student may be asked to consider minor revisions to aid in a proposal defense,
or no further action may be required.
 Pass with revisions: The student will receive written feedback from the advisor about
necessary revisions. The student will have two weeks to complete the revisions and
resubmit the exam. The advisor will re‐assess the exam within three weeks. If the student
passes, the student may be asked to consider minor revisions to aid in a proposal defense,
or no further action may be required. If a student fails the revisions, the student will fail
the comprehensive examination.
 Fail: The student will need to retake the Comprehensive Examination when it is next
offered.
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Second Attempt (if needed)
The student will receive a rating of pass; pass with revisions, or fail:
 Pass: The student may be asked to consider minor revisions to aid in a proposal defense,
or no further action may be required.
 Pass with revisions: The student will receive written feedback from the advisor about
necessary revisions. The student will have two weeks to complete the revisions and
resubmit the exam. The advisor will re‐assess the exam within three weeks. If the student
passes, the student may be asked to consider minor revisions to aid in a proposal defense,
or no further action may be required. If a student fails the revisions, the student will fail
the comprehensive examination.
 Fail: The Department Chair will begin the protocol to dismiss the student from the
Program.

Doctoral Research Project
With a particular emphasis on the application of various theoretical positions to practical
problems in schools, the doctoral research experience stands as the cornerstone of the Ed.D.
Program. The nature of the research is expected to vary from student to student, as the Ed.D.
project will be based on the student’s interest, expertise, and career trajectory.
As opposed to the PhD, the Ed.D. does not require the completion of a traditional dissertation,
but will instead provide the student with an opportunity to conduct doctoral‐level research
with the intentions of improving practice in schools, community settings, and educational
entities. This research may be facilitated through cooperation with a variety of educational
settings, including public or private schools, community‐based organizations, informal
learning environments, or other areas, as dictated by the student in cooperation with the
advisor. It is expected that the student take full responsibility for the logistics, access, and
other considerations, including IRB review and approval.
The Doctoral Research Project can embody a great variety of context and will vary in scope,
means and final products. What remains as a central theme to all Doctoral Research Projects
is meaningfully connecting theoretical ideals to the realm of practice. The purpose of these
projects is not to further the development of theories, but to engage with the current
problems faced in schools or other educational contexts and, ideally, intervene in those
educational contexts to improve them. Students are encouraged to engage their imaginations
and harness their energy to make a difference in people’s lives and further the development
of practical research that influences the lived experience of education.
Collaboration
Although there is no requirement for collaboration, students working on Doctoral Research
Projects in the Teaching and Learning Sciences Program are supported by the concept of
collaboration. As part of the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctoral focus, collaboration
encourages students to consider initiatives that integrate multiple perspectives. A
community effort or shared public document or initiative might result in combined work;
however, the proposal, research, and defense must be individual.
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Collaboration may take many forms. For example, one data set may be analyzed from two
different perspectives. Similar projects may occur in multiple settings as another example of
collaboration.
Should a doctoral student decide to collaborate on aspects of the work that will result in their
doctoral research project, each student is required to independently complete and defend a
proposal for the doctoral research project. Students should work directly with their advisor
and committee to determine parameters of collaboration supported in the Teaching and
Learning Sciences Program at the Morgridge College of Education
Ed.D. Research Process
Students will be introduced to the Doctoral Research Process early in the course sequence, so
that they can take advantage of the flexibility within C&I courses to build the theoretical
foundation for their final doctoral research. This could be writing the methodology section in
a research course, composing the literature review in a curriculum course, or even collecting
preliminary data through other courses.
Research Sequence
(As dictated by coursework, along with courses selected by the student)
Students will advance through the agreed‐upon prescriptive sequence of research courses
required for the coursework plan and selected area of specialization. See coursework plan,
Appendix B.
Doctoral Research Proposal Hearing
Students will submit and defend a Doctoral Research Proposal (the first three chapters of the
Doctoral Research Proposal) to their committee members (one advisor and one committee
member). The proposal defense should be scheduled and completed by the end of the fall
quarter of the third year of their degree program.
IRB Review and Approval
Upon successfully defending the proposal and making any required revisions, students will
apply for approval through the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Denver.
Also, depending on the nature of the Doctoral Research Project and the community partner it
may be necessary to seek additional institutional approval from the community partner. For
instance, many school districts will require researchers to submit documentation to their
own review boards for approval before data collection may begin.
Office of Research Integrity and Education
The DU Office of Research Integrity and Education (ORIE) provides support and oversight for
research conducted by members of the University of Denver community so as “…to ensure
active adherence to the ethical principles and professional standards for the responsible
conduct of research.”
MCE students, staff and faculty who conduct research are required to review the following
checklist and flow chart as the first steps to determine if your research project qualifies as
human subject research that requires submission of a proposal to be reviewed by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Please review the examples of research activities that may
or may not require an IRB proposal. MCE graduate students should consult with their faculty
advisor about their research activities. If you have additional questions about the ethical
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION EDD PROGRAM HANDBOOK 2018‐2019
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conduct of research at DU, please contact ORIE staff at 303‐871‐2121. More information is
available at the ORIE website.
Doctoral Research Project
Upon successful defense of the proposal and IRB (and district) approval, students will
conduct their Doctoral Research Project. Only data collected post‐IRB approval can be
included in the doctoral research project.
Creative Dissemination
A creative, community‐based dissemination is a required component of this project (this is a
component of the Quasi‐Practical). Researchers must disseminate their work to interested
community members as defined by the nature of the research. This could include the school
that participated in the research, the administration in that school district, school leaders and
policymakers who face issues similar to those examined in the research, or other community
members and stakeholders. Community partners should be in attendance at the final defense
and based on feedback from the community partner the research project may need revision
to meet the practical needs of the community of partner.
Doctoral Research Project Final Defense
Following the completed research, which may include design, implementation and/or
evaluation of some change in the field, students will defend their proposal. These defenses
must be reviewed and evaluated by the committee. Please refer to the MCE website here for
the forms needed for the defense.
Oral Committee

A minimum of two TLS faculty with earned doctorates should attend the proposal defense. The
committee for the final defense of the doctoral research project should consist of a minimum of three
voting members. The committee will include two faculty from C&I. The doctoral research project
director will be a full‐time clinical, tenured, or tenure‐track faculty member. The third committee
member can be a C&I faculty, a faculty from DU, or a community member (with an earned
doctorate). If the third voting committee member is from outside C&I or DU, approval for the
committee member must come from the doctoral research project director. No outside committee
chair is required.

Doctoral Research Project Options
For most students the doctoral research process will be completed in one of two ways:
through intervention (option one), or problem analysis (option two). In both of these
options, students will be engaging with contemporary educational contexts in the interests of
improving the educational experiences of those environments. Though the intervention
addresses this issue more directly, through quite literally intervening, the problem analysis
option is structured to ensure the work is positioned to influence educational environments
firsthand. (Other options are possible with permission of the advisor and oral committee.)
Option One ‐ Intervention
Option one entails the identification and characterization of a problem and the provision of
some intervention in that educational environment with the intention of addressing that
problem, as well as an evaluation of that intervention. This also involves creative
dissemination of the entire problem identification, intervention, and evaluation process to
those parties that may be interested in learning about this topic (at least three
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION EDD PROGRAM HANDBOOK 2018‐2019
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presentations). Examples might include, but are not limited to, a school improvement plan or
a professional development series.
The following provides ideas on the nature of each chapter of the doctoral research paper:
Chapter I: Introduction and Rationale
The problem faced in a particular educational setting should serve as the rationale (dearth in
the literature is not considered a viable rationale for the Ed.D. doctoral research paper).
Chapter II: Review of Literature
This section should include the literature on both the problem, and the prospective
intervention or action in the field.
Chapter III: Action or Intervention in the Field
What did the researcher actually do or change in the field? These changes should inspire
some noticeable change in the practice of teaching, learning, and curriculum. This section will
delineate what they changed, why they changed it, and the nature of their role in the change.
This also includes how the researcher collected and analyzed data (and any methodological
considerations associated with data collection and analysis).
Chapter IV: Evaluation of the Action or Intervention
Chapter IV should address what responses did the researcher’s activity in the field inspire?
What happened? What did not happen? What does this mean?
Chapter V: Engaging in the Quasi‐Practical
A section that delineates how others might use this research, and should include the creative
dissemination of the product to schools, supervisory boards, and other audiences as
appropriate. Disseminating this work to communities involved in the research is a requisite
condition of successfully completing this degree.
Option Two ‐ Problem Analysis
Students must examine various aspects of a certain problem in a school and conduct research
on potential solutions to those problems. They must then creatively disseminate what they
found about the problem in the school and provide a coherent recommendation for the
educational institution based on what they found in this context, and what has worked in
comparable situations (at least three presentations). Examples might include, but are not
limited to, a curriculum review, program evaluation, instructional evaluation, teacher
effectiveness, or an inclusive excellence analysis.
The following provides ideas on the nature of each chapter:
Chapter I: Introduction and Rationale
The problem faced in a particular educational setting should serve as the rationale (dearth in
the literature is not considered a viable rationale for the Ed.D. doctoral research paper).
Chapter II: Review of Literature
This section should include the literature on both the problem/issue faced in this school, as
well as some of the potential causes or solutions to problems like these.
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION EDD PROGRAM HANDBOOK 2018‐2019
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Chapter III: Methodology
What did the researcher actually do to better understand this problem or issue in this school?
This section will delineate the methodological considerations for how the researcher
developed a deeper understanding of the problems or issues in a given school, including how
the researcher collected and analyzed data (and any methodological considerations
associated with data collection and analysis).
Chapter IV: Analysis and Description of the Problem
What did the researcher find or reveal in this research? What did the researcher learn about
the problem in this school? What is causing the problem? What is helping? What is missing?
Chapter V: Engaging in the Quasi‐Practical
This section delineates what this school or institution, and potentially other establishments
like it, may consider doing to address this issue. This section should include the creative
dissemination of the product to schools, supervisory boards, and other audiences as
appropriate. Disseminating this work to communities involved in the research is a requisite
condition of successfully completing this degree.
*Inspired by Illinois State University’s (2009) Organizational Problem Analysis and Program
Evaluation Dissertations.

Doctoral Applied Experiences for the Ed.D.
Rationale
The vision of the University of Denver is to be a great private University dedicated to the
public good. Manifestations of this vision are seen across departments, divisions, graduate
and undergraduate programs, directly in courses and in community service efforts. The
Morgridge College of Education is committed to actions related to public good through a
focus on “in‐context learning”. This concept goes beyond course readings, assignments and
activities, and considers the application of skills learned to the professional context.
Leadership becomes a key role, whether in a preschool classroom, as a building level
principal or district superintendent, developer of curriculum for a museum or the chair of an
international effort of an NGO, among many others. Professionals are trained in preparation
for a multitude of roles, including the role of the Academy. Doctoral level preparation
includes rigorous coursework related to content areas and research methodologies. In
consideration and preparation for assuming a leadership position within the Academy,
additional opportunities are offered with advisor guidance to allow direct experience so that
the doctoral candidate can build competencies. Direct experience opportunities are
provided in graduate‐level teaching, research (beyond that of the doctoral research project),
community leadership, presentations and/or publications, grant writing, coaching and/or
field work supervision and technology as a tool for improvement of learning. These seven
distinct areas are relevant to leadership, growth and positive impact, directly upon
graduation and over time. These areas may often interact or combine through an integrated
experience. The intent is to benefit the doctoral candidate when advancing into a role with
associated expectations.
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Doctoral Professional Applied Experience Areas








Graduate Level Teaching
Research
Presentation/Publication
Grant Writing
Coaching/Field Work Supervision
Community Leadership in Curriculum and Instruction
Technology as Tool for Improved Learning

These areas are documented through completion of the Doctoral Applied Experience
Evaluation Log, which is part of the student’s file. The student submits evidence of successful
experience that the advisor recognizes through approval on this evaluation log. The
documentation can then become part of the student’s professional portfolio and curriculum
vitae. A minimum of two of the identified areas are necessary, with the optional inclusion of
many or all. The recommended minimum areas are graduate‐level teaching and
presentation/publication. Experiences may be unrelated, related (a local presentation on the
content taught in a graduate course), or integrated (research conducted on a community
leadership project, then submitted for presentation at a national conference). Evidence is
documented for each area, whether singularly and discrete or in combination.
Graduate‐Level Teaching
Students interested in teaching should work with their academic advisor to locate suitable
courses to teach or co‐teach with a faculty member. Students should consider registering for
independent study while teaching the course with a faculty member who will act as an
instructional coach.
Research
Students participate in multiple levels of research under their advisor’s direction. Examples
include writing a literature review, gathering data, and analyzing data. A minimum of three
different experiences must be documented beyond coursework requirements.
Presentation/Publication
Students will submit for presentation and/or publication a minimum of two first‐authored
professional submissions to local, state, national and/or international organizations for
juried review and potential acceptance. Emphasis is on submission rather than acceptance.
Examples include: presentation at AATC, article submitted to NCTM publication, and
proposal submitted to AERA.
Grant Writing
Students will participate in writing and submitting grants to external or University funding
sources. A minimum of two small projects or one large project shall be documented.
Examples include: drafting a proposal for a grant, drafting a literature review for
documentation, or developing a timeline with measurable outcomes.
Coaching/Field Work Supervision
Students will work directly with a faculty mentor for coaching and/or field work supervision
training. Experience is determined by mentor as appropriate to need. Examples include:
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supervising student teachers in field placements, coaching practice teachers in parent
communication skills, and supervising training at a museum.
Example details:
TEP Supervision:
This would involve one to three students and observation and evaluation of each
student at least twice per quarter. It also includes training and meetings with TEP
faculty and informal advising for supervisees.
Required: coaching and/or teacher evaluation experience.
TEP Coach:
This would be coaching an identified TEP student, in consultation with the student’s
supervisor and/or advisor. Time commitment: 2‐3 observations per quarter for one
student (could take on more than one student if interested). Debrief with student and
update supervisor.
Required: 3 or more years teaching experience.
Community Leadership in Curriculum and Instruction
Students will provide evidence of community engaged learning, service learning, or
community impact work related to Curriculum and Instruction and/or within a specific field
of study. Examples include: curriculum development at a museum, staff development work
in a local public school, and program evaluation.
Technology
Students will demonstrate use of technology to promote deeper learning. This expectation is
directly applicable to teaching and research, however is not limited to these areas. Quality
Matters Program “QM” standards are utilized as guidelines. Examples include: effective use
of new technology tools, development of a program to analyze data, and converting a face‐to‐
face course to hybrid or online.
Doctoral Professional Applied Experience Evaluation
As part of the pre‐graduation coursework audit, a completed Doctoral Applied Experience
Log, signed by the advisor, for relevant areas must be submitted. Actual work documentation
can be kept by the student in his/her portfolio. See Appendix C for the Doctoral Professional
Applied Experiences log.

Probation and Termination Protocol
Grades
Students must maintain a cumulative grade‐point average of 3.0 or better. Grades below “C”
will not be counted toward the degree.
For general information on the policies and procedures related to probation and termination
in the Curriculum and Instruction Program in the Morgridge College of Education (MCE),
please see the MCE Policies and Procedures page, section “MCE General Academic Probation
Protocol and Dismissal Protocol” at:
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http://morgridge.du.edu/handbooks‐forms/mce‐policies‐procedures/#mce‐general‐
academic‐probation‐protocol‐and‐dismissal‐protocol
Students should also access the DU Graduate Bulletin, section “Academic Standards” for a
comprehensive description of situations that warrant probation, dismissal, and termination.
This information can be found at: http://bulletin.du.edu/graduate/
Adequate Progress
Three or more non‐passing grades (below a “C” or incomplete grades) may be a sign of
inadequate progress and may result in probationary status. Please see the incomplete grade
policy in the Graduate School Bulletin for further information:
http://www.du.edu/registrar/programs/bulletin.html
Inadequate or unsatisfactory progress on the capstone requirements is also indicative of
adequate progress toward degree completion, and may result in probationary status.
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Appendix A: Program Benchmarks
The following Benchmarks are to be completed by year‐end, unless noted otherwise or modified in
conjunction with your academic advisor. A “year” is considered fall through summer.
There are 3 Doctoral Research Project in Practice Courses: Research as Problem Analysis, Research as
Intervention, and Applied Research
Year 1
Coursework

Year 2
Coursework

Field‐Based
Partner identified

Pass Comprehensive
Examination.
Complete Literature Review
(Research as Problem
Analysis)

Year 3
Pass Doctoral Research Project Proposal (Fall
Quarter)
Data Collection (Winter Quarter)
Writing up Findings (Applied Research)
Defend Doctoral Research Project.
Submit Doctoral Applied Experiences.

*Please note: the following is a recommended schedule for the three‐year plan. This plan can
be adapted as necessary. Please see your advisor if you have questions, comments, or need
clarification.
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Appendix B: Curriculum and Instruction Ed.D. Coursework Plan
NAME______________________________________________ STUDENT #_____________________________________
Please discuss with your advisor the course plan most appropriate for your schedule.
Students must maintain a cumulative grade‐point average of 3.0 or better. Grades below “C”
will not be counted toward the degree.
Course
Number

Credit
Hours

Introduction to Curriculum

CUI 4020

3

Transformational Teaching & Learning

CUI 4039

3

Race, Class and Gender in Education

CUI 4160

3

Critical Perspectives: Democracy, Power and
Privilege

CUI 4035

3

Expected Term
of Completion

A. REQUIRED COURSES

Minimum Total Credit Hours Required

12

B. FOUNDATIONS
Choose a minimum of one from the following
courses:
History of Education in the United States

CUI 4180

3

Philosophy of Education

CUI 4130

3

Spirituality in Education

CUI 4131

3

Minimum Total Credit Hours Required

3

C. SPECIALIZATION
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Course
Number

Minimum Total Credit Hours Required

Credit
Hours

Expected Term
of Completion

24

D. RESEARCH
Required Research Coursework* (6 credits)
Structural Foundations of Research in Social
Sciences

RMS 4940

3

Empirical Research Methods

RMS 4930

3

Introduction to Qualitative Research

RMS 4941

4

Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis

RMS 4942

4

RMS 4910

5

Research Sequences (8‐9 credits) Choose ONE Option.
OPTION 1:

OPTION 2:
Introductory Statistics
Correlation and Regression (RMS 4911 ‐ 4 cr.) OR
Survey and Design Analysis (RMS 4931 – 3 cr.)

4/3

Doctoral Research Courses (10 credits)
Research as Problem Analysis

CUI 5980

3

Research as Intervention

CUI 5981

3

Applied Research

CUI 5982

3

Defense of Research

CUI 5983

1

Minimum Total Credit Hours Required
SUMMARY OF COURSEWORK COMPLETED
A. Required Coursework

24
CREDITS REQUIRED CREDITS COMPLETED
12

B. Foundations

3

C. Specialization

24
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D. Research

24

MINIMUM TOTAL CREDITS FOR DEGREE**
65
*As part of Required Research Coursework, a recommended prerequisite is: RMS 4920
Educational Measurement (3 credits).
In addition, you must pass the following non‐coursework requirements:
Comprehensive Examination, Doctoral Research Project Proposal and Defense, and
Doctoral Applied Experiences.
Student’s Signature__________________________________________________ Date __________________________
Advisor’s Signature__________________________________________________ Date __________________________
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Appendix C: Doctoral Applied Experiences Log
Activity

Description

Satisfactory? Faculty Signature
(Y/N)
and Date

Graduate Level Teaching

Research

Presentation/Publication
Grant Writing

Coaching/Field Work
Supervision
Community Leadership
in Curriculum &
Instruction
Technology as Tool for
Improved Learning
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Appendix F: Ed.D. Doctoral Research Project Proposal Rubric
This rubric is completed by faculty in the Curriculum and Instruction Program to evaluate
Ed.D. candidates’ Doctoral Research Project Proposal. A candidate must earn a score of Pass
on six or more of the criteria listed including Introduction of Research Topic, Coherence,
Review of Pertinent Research Literature, and Research Methods to successfully defend the
proposal.
Criteria

Pass

Emerging

Fail

Introduction
of Research
Topic

Candidate gives a clear
introduction to the
proposal, articulates the
persistent problem of
practice, provides an
understandable
overview of research
topic, and lists research
questions to be
examined.
Candidate’s proposal is
coherently written, is
logical, and
comprehensible.
Arguments and
statements are well
supported.
Candidate explores
research literature
pertinent to research
topic in some depth and
creative insights are
demonstrated.
Candidate provides
general review of
research literature of
methods to be used
followed by an in‐depth
description of specific
methods to be used for
data collection and
analyses. Candidate
includes clearly defined
and developed research
tools such as interview
protocol, survey
instruments, observation
protocol, etc.
Candidate provides a
minimum of 30
professional citations in
paper.

Candidate needs to further
develop an introduction to
the proposal OR articulates
more clearly the persistent
problem of practice, OR
provide a stronger overview
of research topic OR needs to
list research questions to be
examined.

Candidate needs to further
develop an introduction to
the proposal, articulate
more clearly the persistent
problem of practice,
provide a stronger
overview of research topic,
AND needs to list research
questions to be examined.

Candidate’s proposal could be
more coherent, could be more
comprehensible or arguments
made could be better
supported.

Candidate’s proposal lacks
coherence, is not
comprehensible, and
arguments made need to
be better supported.

Candidate could explore
pertinent research literature
to topic in more depth.

Candidate could explore
pertinent research
literature in much greater
depth.

Candidate could further
develop general review of
literature of methods to be
used OR further develop the
in‐depth description of
specific methods to be used
for data collection and
analyses. Candidate needs to
further define and develop
research tools such as
interview protocol, survey
instruments, observation
protocol, etc.

Candidate could further
develop general review of
literature of methods to be
used AND further develop
the in‐depth description of
specific methods to be
used for data collection
and analyses. Candidate
has not defined and
developed research tools
such as interview protocol,
survey instruments,
observation protocol, etc.

Candidate provides only 25‐
29 citations in paper.

Candidate includes fewer
than 25 citations in paper.

Coherence

Review of
Pertinent
Research
Literature
Research
Methods

References
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APA Format

Paper clearly follows
APA guidelines.

APA guidelines could have
been more carefully followed.

Polish

No spelling errors and
grammatically correct.

Few errors that do not detract
from understanding.
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concern for APA
formatting.
Errors in spelling and
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Appendix G: Doctoral Research Project Evaluation Rubric
This rubric will be completed by professors in the Curriculum and Instruction Ed.D. Program
to evaluate the Doctoral Research Project.
Student Name _______________________________________________________
Criteria

ID __________________________________

Excellent

Good

Sub‐standard

Cogency

Arguments and statements
are clear, concise, and well
supported. Materials are
thoughtfully organized and
writing is of a level expected
of an Ed.D.

Arguments and
statements are mostly
clear, concise, and
supported, but there are
occasional flaws. Materials
are organized and writing
is competent.

Arguments and statements
lack clarity, and there is little
support for statements.
Materials lack in organization
and writing needs a great
deal of work.

Thoroughness

Ideas, interests, and other
components of the work are
well developed, thoughtfully
articulated, and supported
with reference to scholarly
literature and personal
experience.

Ideas, interests, and other
components of the work
are developed, articulated,
and supported with
reference to scholarly
literature and personal
experience.

Ideas, interests, and other
components of the work lack
in development, articulation,
and support with reference to
scholarly literature and
personal experience.

Intervention

The research inspired
significant change in the
practice of teaching,
learning, or curriculum.

The research inspired
some noticeable change in
the practice of teaching,
learning, or curriculum.

Change within the practice of
teaching, learning, and
curriculum was not inspired
by the researcher’s efforts.

General Project
Approach

Student organizes and
presents research through a
strong Intervention or
Problem Analysis approach.
The approach chosen
successfully aligns with the
research conducted.

Student organizes and
presents research through
a strong Intervention or
Problem Analysis
approach. The approach
chosen aligns well with
the research conducted.

It is not clear which research
approach was selected by the
student. The approach chosen
does not align well with the
research conducted.

Quasi‐Practical

The results of the research
are shared with interested
community members as
defined by the research.

Few results of the
research are shared with
interested community
members as defined by
the research.

The results of the research
are not shared with
interested community
members as defined by the
research.
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Faculty Decision

Pass

Conditional Pass

Fail

Explanation
Student research paper is acceptable for pass as is, and requires no revision
or resubmission; research paper is complete.

Student must make revisions as noted by reviewing faculty. Upon
completion of recommended revisions, student resubmits for evaluation.

Students are only given the faculty decision of fail if their initial submission
was given the grade of “revise and resubmit” and that resubmission also
necessitates substantial revision and resubmission. In other words,
consecutive faculty decisions of “revise and resubmit” results in a fail. A
failing grade for the doctoral research paper results in termination from the
Program.
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Appendix H: C&I Ed.D. Possible General Course Sequence Plan
* As part of Required Research Coursework, a recommended prerequisite is RMS 4920

Educational Measurement (3 credits).

Year 1

Fall

Winter

Spring

CUI 4020 Introduction to
Curriculum (3)

CUI 4039 Transformational
Teaching & Learning (3)

Specialization Course (3)
Specialization Course (3)

RMS 4940 Structural
*RMS 4920 Educational
Foundations of Research in Measurement (3)
Social Sciences (3)
CUI 4160 Race, Class, &
Gender in Education (3)

Year 2

Total Credits: 6

Total Credits: 9

Total Credits: 6

RMS 4930 Empirical
Research Methods (3)

CUI 4035 Critical
Perspectives: Democracy,
Power & Privilege (3)

Specialization Course (3)

Specialization Course (3)
RMS 4910 Introductory
Statistics (5) or RMS 4941
Introduction to Qualitative
Research (4)

Year 3

Specialization Course (3)

CUI 5980 Research as
Problem Analysis (3)

CUI 4180 History of Educ. In
the US or CUI 4130
Philosophy of Education or
CUI 4131 Spirituality in
Education (3)

RMS 4911 Correlation
and Regression (4) or
RMS 4931 Survey &
Design Analysis (3) or
RMS 4942 Qualitative
Data Collection &
Analysis (4)

Total Credits: 10‐11

Total Credits: 9

Total Credits: 9‐10

CUI 5981 Research as
Intervention (3)

CUI 5982 Applied Research
(3)

CUI 5983 Defense of
Research (1)

Specialization Course (3)

Specialization Course (3)
Specialization Course (3)

Total Credits: 6

Total Credits: 9
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Appendix I: C&I Ed.D.
Incoming 2018 GT Cohort Possible Course Sequence Plan

Year 1

Year 2

Summer
CUI 4401
Psychological
Aspects of the
Gifted (3)

Fall
CUI 4020
Introduction to
Curriculum (3)
DISTANCE

RMS 4940
Structural
Foundations of
Research in Social
Sciences (3)

CUI 4400 Nature
and Needs of
Gifted Learners
(3) DISTANCE

Total Credits: 6

Total Credits: 6

Total Credits: 6

Total Credits: 6

CUI 4402
Curriculum for the
Gifted (3)

RMS 4910
Introductory
Statistics (5)
DISTANCE

CUI 4410 Program
Development,
Leadership and
Communication (3)
DISTANCE

CUI 5980 Research
as Problem Analysis
(3) DISTANCE

Total Credits: 6‐7

Total Credits: 6

RMS 4920
Educational
Measurement (3)

Total Credits: 6

Winter
CUI 4039
Transformational
Teaching and
Learning (3)
DISTANCE
CUI 4407 Special
Topics in
Identification of the
Gifted (3)
DISTANCE

RMS 4941 Intro to
Qualitative
RMS 4931 Survey &
Research (4)
Design Analysis (3)
DISTANCE
OR
RMS Qualitative Data
Collection & Analysis
(4) DISTANCE
Total Credits: 9
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Spring
RMS 4930 Empirical
Research Methods
(3) DISTANCE
CUI 4403
Instructional
Strategies for the
Gifted DISTANCE (3)

CUI 4404 Twice
Exceptional Learners
(3) DISTANCE
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Year 3

Creativity: Theory
and Practice (3)
CUI 4160 Race,
Class and Gender
(3)

Total Credits 6

CUI 5981
Research as
Intervention (3)
DISTANCE

CUI 5982 Applied
Research (3)
DISTANCE

CUI 5983 Defense of
Research (1)

Total Credits: 3

Total Credits: 1

CUI 4130
Philosophy of
Education (3)
DISTANCE
Total Credits: 6
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Appendix J: Ed.D. DRP Submission
Directions for Submission
of Doctoral Research
Projects to Digital DU and
the
University of Denver – University
Libraries
All EdD students are invited to submit their final, approved Doctoral Research Project to the University
Libraries Digital Repository. Student participation is optional, but this service of the University of Denver
libraries allows students to post their research to a searchable database, giving the work wider exposure.
Go to https://digitalcommons.du.edu/ to browse the digital commons site. If you select ‘Collections’
under the Browse heading, you will see a list of units on campus that post to the digital commons.
Selecting Morgridge College of Education will yield a list of the MCE departments that have used it, and
selecting a department (Higher Education, Teaching & Learning Sciences, Educational Leadership &
Policy Studies, etc.) will allow you to see what other students have posted.
If you want to participate in this service, complete the attached fillable form for the University
Libraries Institutional Repository Agreement and License.
• Meet with your committee chair to discuss whether your submission will be an open access or a
suppressed work. Place a check‐mark in the appropriate box on the first page of the agreement.
• Complete the remainder of the agreement.
• Student and DRP committee chair sign and date below and submit this page to the department
Academic Services Associate (ASA) to document the submission process.
• Student emails the attached agreement and final version of DRP to the appropriate listserv
• highered‐edd@du.edu
• tls‐edd@du.edu
• elps‐edd@du.edu

Author/Student Signature

Date

Doctoral Project Chair Signature

Date
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Creative Commons License Type Definitions & Examples

Permissions granted on the left. License
which allows those permission on right.

CC‐BY: User may download, remix, or
share the paper and derivatives
anywhere so long as they give the author
credit for the original work. (All licenses
require proper attribution.)
CC‐BY‐SA: Allows download, remix, and
sharing, but any derivative made from
the paper must be shared openly under
this same license. (For instance, if
someone turned the paper into a
documentary film, the documentary
would also have to be open access with
a CC‐BY‐SA license.)
CC‐BY‐ND: The work may be
downloaded and shared anywhere,
but no derivatives can be made. (No
one would be allowed to turn the
paper into a documentary film. This
does not affect scholarly citation or
quotes.)
CC‐BY‐NC: Allows download, remixing,
and sharing of the work provided that
the work and any derivatives are not
used for a commercial purpose.
(Someone could make a documentary
from the paper, but could not sell that
documentary or charge for access to
the platform on which it was hosted.)
CC‐BY‐NC‐SA: Allows download,
remixing, and sharing, provided the
work and any derivatives are not used
commercially AND derivatives must be
shared under this same license.
(Someone can make a documentary
from the paper, but cannot make money from it AND must release it with a CC‐BY‐NC‐SA license.)
CC‐BY‐NC‐ND: Allows download and
sharing only. No derivatives can be made
Image by Shaddim; original CC license symbols by Creative
from the paper and it cannot be used in
Commons ‐ https://creativecommons.org/
any commercial effort. (No one can make
about/downloads/https://creativecommons.org/
a documentary from it. They also cannot
policies/Original CC license icons licensed under CC BY 4.0, CC BY
4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
download, then share the paper on a pay‐
index php?curid=47247325
for‐access site.)

I hereby grant to the University of Denver’s University Libraries a non‐exclusive, worldwide, perpetual,
and royalty‐free license to reproduce, migrate, and distribute via the University’s institutional repository
in any current or future form:
(Choose only one option)

1) Deposit Open Access
The content and descriptive information (metadata) included in this submission
(“the work”).
– I agree to submit the work under the Creative Commons Attribution license selected below.
Information on license types may be found at http://creativecommons.org/licenses.
CC BY (Attribution)
CC BY‐SA (Attribution, Share‐Alike)
CC BY‐ND (Attribution, No Derivatives)
CC BY‐NC (Attribution, Non‐
Commercial)
CC BY‐NC‐SA (Attribution, Non‐Commercial, Share‐Alike)
CC BY‐NC‐ND (Attribution, Non‐Commercial, No Derivatives)
– I represent and warrant to the University that I have the legal right to deposit the
work, either because (a) I own the copyright, (b) I am authorized by the copyright
holders to deposit the work, or (c) the work is in the public domain.
I opt to embargo the work for the selected period before providing open access:
6 Months
1 Year
2 Years
3 Years
Other:
2) Deposit Descriptive Record Only
The descriptive information (metadata) included in this submission.
– The work contains proprietary/confidential information which should never be made
public or I do not have the rights to submit the work for distribution. I agree to submit
the descriptive information (metadata), including citation and abstract.
The full work is included with this submission for the purposes of preservation, but
will not be accessible without my permission.
This license does not represent a transfer of copyright to the University. The copyright holder(s) of
the submitted work, as well as those of any third‐party content contained therein, retain all
copyrights including the right to publish and/or deposit the work elsewhere.
I agree that the University, for the purposes of preservation, may migrate the work to any medium or
format, may make multiple copies of the work, and may distribute said copies as needed to support
the goals of the institutional repository.
I certify that any copyrighted content owned by third parties is clearly identified and acknowledged,
and that any such content is used either by written permission or within the scope of the fair use
provisions specified by law (Title 17, §107 U.S.C.).
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EdD Doctoral Research Project Submission Form
Signature: ______________________________________________ Date: ________________________________
Full Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Permanent Email Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Department: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Degree Awarded: _______________________________ Year Degree Awarded: _____________________
Advisor:
First Name:

Middle Initial: Last Name:

__________________________________ ____________ ______________________________________
Committee Members:
First Name:

Middle Initial:

Last Name:

__________________________________ ____________ ______________________________________
First Name:

Middle Initial:

Last Name:

__________________________________ ____________ ______________________________________
Title of work(s) submitted to the repository:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Keywords:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract:
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Contact Information (*Required)
First Name*:
Middle Name:
Last Name*:
Country of Citizenship*:
Institution:

University of Denver

Permanent Email Address*:
Enter permanent email address, not institution email address.

Country Code

Area Code

Phone

Extension

Phone Number: Fax
Number: Current
Address Country*:
Street Address*:
Street Address Line 2:
Street Address Line 3:
City*:
State/Province*:
Zip/Postal Code*:

Future Mailing Address
Use Current Address:
Date Effective:

Future address is same as current address

MM/DD/YYYY

Country*:
Street Address*:
Street Address Line 2*:
Street Address Line 3*:
City*:
State/Province*:
Zip/Postal Code*:
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CPED’s six Working Principles (2009) call on EdD candidates to demonstrate an array of skills
that range from applying theory to engaging communities and leading for equity. The six CPED
Working Principles are listed below:
The Professional doctorate in education:
1. Is framed around questions of equity, ethics, and social justice to bring about solutions to
complex problems of practice.
2. Prepares leaders who can construct and apply knowledge to make a positive difference in the
lives of individuals, families, organizations, and communities.
3. Provides opportunities for candidates to develop and demonstrate collaboration and
communication skills to work with diverse communities and to build partnerships.
4. Provides field‐based opportunities to analyze problems of practice and use multiple frames to
develop meaningful solutions.
5. Is grounded in and develops a professional knowledge base that integrates both practical and
research knowledge, that links theory with systemic and systematic inquiry.
6. Emphasizes the generation, transformation, and use of professional knowledge and
practice. (CPED Consortium, 2009)
All six of the CPED working principles guided the development of this DRP and the EdD
course work that preceded this summative project. Of particular importance is the call of
the first Working Principle to ask questions and generate solutions around issues of equity,
ethics, and social justice. Beginning inquiry from a place of equity is essential, as
Transformative leadership author and advocate Carolyn Shields (2013) points out that
education over the last 50 years has drawn on technical solutions to solve problems that
have much more complex and associated with equity‐based underpinnings. This case study
seeks to transcend technical solutions by bridging theory and action based research.
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